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Abstract
In this paper, we develop novel perturbation bounds for the high-order orthogonal
iteration (HOOI) [DLDMV00b]. Under mild regularity conditions, we establish block-
wise tensor perturbation bounds for HOOI with guarantees for both tensor reconstruc-
tion in Hilbert-Schmidt norm } pT ´ T }HS and mode-k singular subspace estimation
in Schatten-q norm } sin ΘppUk,Ukq}q for any q ě 1. We show the upper bounds of
mode-k singular subspace estimation are unilateral and converge linearly to a quan-
tity characterized by blockwise errors of the perturbation and signal strength. For the
tensor reconstruction error bound, we express the bound through a simple quantity ξ,
which depends only on perturbation and the multilinear rank of the underlying signal.
Rate matching deterministic lower bound for tensor reconstruction, which demonstrates
the optimality of HOOI, is also provided. Furthermore, we prove that one-step HOOI
(i.e., HOOI with only a single iteration) is also optimal in terms of tensor reconstruc-
tion and can be used to lower the computational cost. The perturbation results are
also extended to the case that only partial modes of T have low-rank structure. We
support our theoretical results by extensive numerical studies. Finally, we apply the
novel perturbation bounds of HOOI on two applications, tensor denoising and tensor
co-clustering, from machine learning and statistics, which demonstrates the superiority
of the new perturbation results.
1 Introduction
The past decades have seen a large body of work on tensors or multiway arrays
[KB09, SDLF`17, CMDL`15, Kro08]. Tensors arise in numerous applications involving
multiway data (e.g., brain imaging [ZLZ13], hyperspectral imaging [LL10], recommender
system design [BQS18]). In addition, various methods have been developed and applied to
fundamental tensor problems such as tensor completion [YZ16, XYZ17, YZ17, Zha19], ten-
sor regression [ZLRY20, ZLZ13, RYC19, CRY16], tensor PCA/SVD [ZX18, RM14, LYZ17],
generalized tensor learning [HWZ20]. In many other problems where the observations are
not necessarily tensors, tensor parameters arise, such as topic and latent variable models
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[AGH`14], additive index models [BFY18], high-order interaction pursuit [HZC18]. We
refer readers to recent survey papers [KB09, SDLF`17, CMDL`15].
Among these methods, tensor decomposition is one of the most important and a flurry
of research have been devoted to it. Tensor decomposition plays a similar role to singular
value decomposition (SVD) or eigendecomposition for matrices which is of fundamental
importance throughout a wide range of fields including computer science, applied math-
ematics, machine leaning, statistics, signal processing, etc. For matrices, truncated SVD
achieves the best low-rank approximation in terms of any unitarily invariant norm by the
well-known Eckart-Young-Mirsky theorem [EY36, Mir60, GHS87] and more importantly
it is computationally efficient. Despite the well-established theory for low-rank decompo-
sition of matrices, tensors present unique challenges. First there are several notions of
low-rankness in tensors, moreover it has been shown that computing various best low-rank
approximations of a given tensor is NP hard in general [HL13].
Fortunately, many computationally efficient algorithms have been proposed to approx-
imate the best low-rank tensor decomposition [KDL80, DLDMV00b, ES09, IAVHDL11,
IDLAVH09, SL10, DLDMV00a, VVM12]. One popular choice is the high-order or-
thogonal iteration (HOOI) proposed in [DLDMV00b]. HOOI is based on alternating
least-squares. It can be seen as a “spectral” algorithm for tensors, generalizations of
the 2D-PCA [SS07], and the power iteration refinement of HOSVD [DLDMV00a] and
sequential HOSVD [VVM12]. Convergence properties of HOOI have been studied in
[ZG01, WC14, Usc15, Xu14, Xu18, ZX18].
In addition to computing low-rank approximations of matrices and tensors, there is the
more nuanced question of computing low-rank approximations under noise perturbation and
determining how the perturbation impacts the quality of the decomposition. For matrices,
perturbation theory is well studied and a number of results has been established [Bha13,
Ste90]. However, perturbation theory for tensors is still in its infancy. It is difficult to
extend results for matrices to tensors due to the complexity of tensor algebra and the fact
many well established theories and concepts in matrices such as SVD or eigendecomposition
do not exist or are not easy to use for tensors. There are several attempts in the literature
and most of them require the noise tensor to be random [RM14, ZX18, HSS15, LYZ17,
ZH18, ZT15, BCS`16, XZ19]. In this paper, we move one step forward in this direction
and provide the first general perturbation bounds of HOOI for tensors under the signal-
plus-noise model rT “ T `Z (1)
without putting any structural assumption on the perturbation noise Z. Like the classical
Wedin’s perturbation theory for matrices, we provide perturbation guarantees of estimated
mode-k singular subspace in tensors. In addition, we also provide the perturbation bounds
for tensor reconstruction. By providing the deterministic rate matching lower bound, we
can further show HOOI with good initialization is optimal for tensor reconstruction.
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1.1 Problem Statement
Formally, this paper considers the tensor perturbation model (1), where T is the low-rank
order-d signal tensor and Z is the perturbation tensor with the same dimension as T .
Two popular choices of low-rankness in tensors are canonical polyadic (CP) low-rank and
multilinear/Tucker low-rank and each of them has their respective benefits (see the surveys
[KB09, SDLF`17, CMDL`15, GKT13]). The CP low-rank decomposition which approxi-
mates the original tensor by a sum of rank-1 outer products gives a compact and unique
(under certain conditions) representation and multilinear/Tucker low-rank decomposition
generally finds a better fit for the data by estimating the subspace of each mode. Since
any CP low-rank tensor can be written as a multilinear low-rank tensor with a diagonal
core tensor, we focus on the latter (Tucker rank) in this paper. Specifically, we assume T
admits the following low multilinear rank (Tucker) decomposition:
T “ S ˆΩ1 U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm Um. (2)
Here, S is an order-d core tensor; tUi P Opi,riumi“1 are group-i singular subspaces; tΩiumi“1
are symmetric index groups; and “ˆΩi” is the tensor matrix product along modes in Ωi.
The formal definition of Tucker decomposition and tensor matrix product will be given in
Section 2.
The symmetric index groups tΩiumi“1 represent the specific symmetricity structure of T
and satisfy Ωi Ď rds,Ωi ‰ H, ΩiŞΩj “ H for i ‰ j, and Ťmi“1 Ωi “ rds. It means by fixing
indices outside the group and any permutation of indices within the group does not change
the value of tensor corresponding to those indices. For example, if Ω1 “ t1, 2, . . . , ku, then
fixing coordinates in tΩiumi“2 i.e., coordinates k` 1, . . . , d and for any permutation δ of rks,
we have Triδp1q,...,iδpkq,ik`1,...,ids “ Tri1,...,ids. In addition to T , we also assume S and Z have
the same symmetric structure characterized by tΩiumi“1. The symmetric index groups have
two extreme cases:
• Asymmetric: Ωi “ tiu for i “ 1, . . . , d,
• Supersymmetric: Ω1 “ t1, 2, . . . , du.
To simplify the notation, if mode j P Ωi, then we denote j1 :“ i as the group index of mode
j. For symmetric group i, the dimension of T in this group is denoted as pi and its mode
rank is denoted as ri. The rigorous definition of mode rank is postponed to Section 2. Also
throughout the paper, for i P rms, let i¯ “ mintj : j P Ωiu be the smallest index in Ωi,
and denote qΩi :“ Ωizt¯iu,Ωi :“ Ťi´1j“1 Ωj ,Ωi :“ Ťdj“i`1 Ωj with Ω1 “ Ωd “ H. Finally, we
define the signal strength of T be λ “ mini“1,...,m σripMi¯pT qq, the smallest singular values
of matricization of T in modes t¯iumi“1.
In summary, for the dimensions of the perturbation model (1), we have rT ,T ,Z P
Rp11ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd1 with symmetric index groups tΩiumi“1. The HOOI algorithm we study is pro-
vided in Algorithm 1. It is worth noting the original HOOI algorithm in [DLDMV00b]
mainly focuses on asymmetric tensor decomposition and we generalize it to accommodate
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arbitrary symmetric structures of T characterized by tΩiumi“1. In addition, in the litera-
ture [DLDMV00b, KB09], HOOI often refers to the overall procedure including both the
initialization rUp0qi “ SVDripMip rT qq and the orthogonal iteration updates as detailed in
Algorithm 1. We shall point out that this paper studies the orthogonal iteration with any
initializers satisfying some mild conditions. Our results accommodate different types of
initialization scheme and can be applied to a wide range of scenarios (see Remark 1). We
conclude the algorithm by remarking that the matricization mode we choose in group i
to perform SVD in (3) does not matter due to symmetry. For simplicity, we choose the
smallest index in group i.
Algorithm 1 High-Order Orthogonal Iteration for Tensor Decomposition
Input: rT P Rp11ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd1 , symmetric index groups tΩiumi“1, initialization trUp0qi umi“1 withrUp0qi P Opi,ri , maximum number of iterations tmax.
Output: tpUiumi“1, pT .
1: For t “ 1, . . . , tmax, do
(a) For i “ 1 to m, update
rUpt`1qi “ SVDri`Mi¯p rT ˆΩ1 prUpt`1q1 qJ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨
ˆΩi´1 prUpt`1qi´1 qJ ˆqΩi prUptqi qJ ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩd prUptqd qJq˘. (3)
2: Let pUi “ rUptmaxqi for i “ 1, . . . ,m and computepT “ rT ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm .
1.2 Our Contributions
Under the perturbation model (1) and the HOOI Algorithm 1, we make the following major
contributions to the tensor perturbation theory of low-rank tensor decomposition based on
HOOI.
• We provide the first sharp blockwise perturbation bounds of HOOI for tensors with
guarantees for both the estimated mode-k singular subspace and the tensor recon-
struction induced by low-rank approximation of the noise corrupted tensor. Specifi-
cally, in Theorem 3, we show that under suitable initialization trUp0qi umi“1 in Algorithm
1, the upper bound of maxi
›››sin Θ´pUi,Ui¯›››
q
converges linearly with respect to the
iteration number to a fixed quantity characterized by Z and the signal strength.
We also give the first high-order unilateral perturbation bounds for mode-k singular
subspace. More discussion about this can be found in Remark 3. In addition, a prac-
tically useful tensor reconstruction error bound in Hilbert-Schmidt norm is provided.
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Surprisingly, we found the upper bound of tensor reconstruction is free of the “condi-
tion number” of the signal tensor and can be expressed by a unified simple quantity
ξ characterized only by the noise tensor Z and the underlying multilinear rank of T .
ξ is closely related to the Gaussian width [Gor88], a common measure for the com-
plexity of a given set, and its formal definition and more explanations will be given in
Sections 2.1 and 6. It is worth mentioning that the reconstruction error bound of pT
is often significantly better than the simple estimator rT and initialization estimator
truncated HOSVD without power iteration. This is fundamentally different from the
perturbation results in [AGH`14]. See further discussions in Remarks 4 and 7. In
addition, we also generalize the main results to the case that only a subset of modes
of T have low-rank structure.
• Furthermore, we provide a deterministic minimax lower bound for the tensor recon-
struction error under perturbation model (1) in Theorem 2. The lower bound matches
the perturbation upper bound in Theorem 3 when the tensor order d is fixed, which
demonstrates the optimality of HOOI for tensor reconstruction.
• In addition, by combining Theorems 2 and 3, we prove that the tensor reconstruc-
tion error rate of HOOI with only one iteration is also optimal and further iterations
improve the coefficient in front of the error rate ξ. This suggests that in some ap-
plications where running full HOOI is too expensive and prohibitive compared to
truncated HOSVD [DLDMV00a] or sequentially truncated HOSVD [VVM12], we can
just run HOOI for one iteration to obtain an optimal (up to constant) reconstruction.
Details are provided in Remark 5 and numerical comparison is given in Section 7.2.
• Finally, we perform extensive numerical studies to support our perturbation bounds
and do a comparison with other existing low-rank tensor decomposition algorithms. In
addition, we apply the new perturbation bounds of HOOI in two modern applications,
tensor denoising and tensor co-clustering, from machine learning and statistics. Based
on our perturbation results, we can easily recover the results of tensor denoising in
current literature with a much shorter proof and provide the first guarantee of HOOI
on tensor cocluster recovery that improves the state-of-the-art results.
1.3 Related Literature
In this section, we give a brief overview of the literature on Tucker decomposition of tensors,
matrix/tensor perturbation theory related to this article. Tensor decomposition has become
one of the most important topics in the literature on tensors [KB09, SDLF`17, CMDL`15].
An analogy of matrix SVD for Tucker decomposition of tensors, which is today commonly
called high-order singular value decomposition (HOSVD), was first proposed in [Tuc66] and
then popularized by [DLDMV00a]. However, unlike the truncated matrix SVD, truncated
HOSVD (T-HOSVD) can provide a reasonable but not necessarily optimal low-multilinear-
rank approximation for a given tensor. It has been shown that computing the best low
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multilinear rank approximation is NP hard in general [HL13]. On the other hand, various
computationally efficient algorithms have been proposed to obtain better approximations
than HOSVD [DLDMV00b, ES09, IAVHDL11, IDLAVH09, SL10]. Among them, the high-
order orthogonal iteration (HOOI) in [DLDMV00b] has become a popular choice in litera-
ture. HOOI has been applied to problems including but not limited to tensor PCA/tensor
SVD [RM14, ZX18], tensor completion [XYZ17], tensor regression [ZLRY20], hypergraph
community recovery [KSX19, JLLX20], independent component analysis [DLV04], multi-
ple factor analysis [VT03], tensor clustering [LZ20b]. Many variants of HOOI such as
sparse high-order singular value decomposition (STAT-SVD) for tensors [ZH18], regularized
HOOI [KSX19, JLLX20], generalized higher-order orthogonal iteration (gHOI) [LSF`14]
have been proposed. Nowadays, HOOI has become a prevalent choice to compute the low-
rank tensor approximation in many applications and been coded in common tensor software
such as Matlab “Tensor Toolbox” [BK12], “Tensorlab” [SVBDL14] and R “rTensor” pack-
age [LBW18]. Moreover, it has been regarded as the gold standard guideline for comparison
when developing even faster randomized or memory-efficient algorithms for low-rank tensor
approximation [SGL`19, MB18, CC10, Tso10, KS08].
Perturbation theory is a long-existing field in mathematics. In particular, the perturba-
tion theory on matrices has attracted much attention. The original work in matrix dated
back to Weyl, Davis-Kahan and Wedin [DK70, Wed72, Wey12, Ste98] (see [Bha13, Ste90]
for an overview of classical perturbation results and historical development) and recently
it has been further developed in [YWS14, CZ18, CTP19b]. In addition, various general-
izations and extensions have been made in different settings including random perturba-
tion [Vu11, SN13, OVW18, Wan15, BGN11, AFWZ17, KX16, BGN12, CTP19a, MSC20,
CCF18], structured perturbation [FWZ16, Ste06] and many others [Dop00, EBW17]. Also
the perturbation theory for matrices has been widely applied to a number of applications
such as community detection [RCY11, CCT12, CRV15, STFP12, CTP19b], covariance ma-
trix estimation [FWZ16, CTP19b], matrix denoising [CZ18], matrix completion [CCZ16],
etc.
Studying perturbation theory for low-rank tensor approximation is much harder than
matrices and there are only a few attempts in literature. Perturbation results for the best
low multilinear rank approximation have been developed in [DL04, ES11]. These results
are promising but less practically useful due to the computational hardness of the best
multilinear rank approximation [HL13]. Hence more attention are given to the pertur-
bation results for polynomial-time low-rank tensor approximation algorithms. A line of
work has been done when the perturbation is random [RM14, ZX18, HSS15, LYZ17, ZH18,
ZT15, BCS`16, XZ19] and various perturbation results for robust tensor decomposition
with sparse noise have been studied in [GQ14, GGH14, SRT15, AJSN16]. Perturbation
bounds for orthogonally decomposable tensors have been studied in [AY20]. In addition,
[AGH`14, AGJ14] provided perturbation guarantees for power iteration algorithm for sym-
metric orthogonal and non-orthogonal CP low-rank decomposition. However, we are not
aware of any perturbation result for polynomial time algorithms under partial symmetric
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multilinear low-rank setting. In this paper, we make the first attempt in this direction
and provide the first perturbation bounds of HOOI for tensors in the general setting. We
end this section by remarking that in most situations there is a trade-off about the quality
of low-rank tensor decomposition and computational cost of the algorithm. For example,
computing truncated HOSVD and sequentially truncated HOSVD (ST-HOSVD) [VVM12]
may be much faster than iterative algorithms such as HOOI, (quasi)Newton-Grassmann
method [ES09, SL10], geometric Newton method [IDLAVH09] and Riemannian trust re-
gion scheme [IAVHDL11] in the large scale settings. On the other hand, these iterative
algorithms achieve higher accuracy. In the perturbation model (1), we show HOOI could
achieve optimal tensor reconstruction error, which is not true for HOSVD and ST-HOSVD
in general. Another contribution of this paper is we show that one-step HOOI (i.e., tmax “ 1
in Algorithm 1) is also optimal in terms of tensor reconstruction and could be used as a
surrogate of HOOI in large scale tensor decomposition settings.
1.4 Organization of the Paper
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In Section 2, after a brief introduction
of notation and preliminaries, we define various blockwise errors of Z as the key quantities
in our perturbation bounds. We illustrate our main perturbation theorem in asymmetric
order-3 case in Section 3 and at the end of the same section, we provide the deterministic
lower bound for tensor reconstruction. In Section 4, we provide the perturbation bounds of
HOOI applying on a corrupted general partial symmetric order-d tensor. In Section 5, we
discuss the tensor perturbation bounds when the target tensor has the low-rank structure
only along a subset of modes. In Section 6, we apply our perturbation bounds to two
applications, tensor denoising and tensor co-clustering. In Section 7, we corroborate our
theoretical results by extensive numerical studies. Conclusion and discussions are provided
in Section 8. Due to space constraints, all technical proofs are postponed to the Appendix.
2 Notation and Preliminaries
The following notation will be used throughout this article. For any non-negative integer
n, let rns “ t1, . . . , nu. Lowercase letters (e.g., a, b), lowercase boldface letters (e.g., u,v),
uppercase boldface letters (e.g., U,V), and boldface calligraphic letters (e.g., T ,Z) are
used to denote scalars, vectors, matrices, and order-3-or-higher tensors, respectively. For
any two series of numbers, say tanu and tbnu, denote a — b or a “ Opbq if can ď bn ď
Can or an ď Cbn for some uniform constants c, C ą 0. For any matrix D P Rmˆn
with singular value decomposition
řm^n
i“1 σipDquivJi , let Dmaxprq “
řr
i“1 σipDquivJi be
the leading rank-r SVD approximation of D and Dmaxp´rq “
řm^n
i“r`1 σipDquivJi be its
complement. We also denote SVDrpDq :“ ru1 ¨ ¨ ¨urs as the subspace composed of the
leading r left singular vectors of D. The Schatten-q norm of matrix D for q ě 1 is defined
as }D}q :“ přm^ni“1 σqi pDqq1{q. Frobenius norm } ¨ }F and spectral norm } ¨ } of a matrix
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are special cases of Schatten-q norm with q “ 2 and q “ 8. In addition, Ir represents the
r-by-r identity matrix. Let Op,r “ tU : UJU “ Iru be the set of all p-by-r matrices with
orthonormal columns. For any U P Op,r, PU “ UUJ represents the projection matrix onto
the column span of U; we also use UK P Op,p´r to represent the orthonormal complement
of U. We use bracket subscripts to denote sub-matrices. For example, Dri1,i2s is the entry
of D on the i1-th row and i2-th column; Drpr`1q:m,:s contains the pr ` 1q-th to the m-th
rows of D. For any matrices U P Rp1ˆp2 and V P Rm1ˆm2 , let
UbV “
»—–Ur1,1s ¨V ¨ ¨ ¨ Ur1,p2s ¨V... ...
Urp1,1s ¨V ¨ ¨ ¨ Urp1,p2s ¨V
fiffifl P Rpp1m1qˆpp2m2q
be the Kronecker product of U and V.
For any order-d tensor T P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd , let Mkp¨q be the matricization operation that
unfolds or flattens the order-d tensor T P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd along mode k into the matrixMkpT q P
Rpkˆp´k and here p´k :“ śj‰k pj . Specifically, the mode-k matricization of T is formally
defined as
MkpT q P Rpkˆp´k , pMkpT qqrik,js “ Tri1,...,ids, j “ 1`
dÿ
l“1
l‰k
$’&’%pil ´ 1q
l´1ź
m“1
m‰k
pm
,/./-
for any 1 ď il ď pl, l “ 1, . . . , d. Also see [KB09, Section 2.4] for more discussion on
tensor matricizations. Given two tensors T1,T2 P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd , define their inner product
xT1,T2y “ ři1,...,idxT1ri1,...,ids,T2ri1,...,idsy. The Hilbert-Schmidt norm of T is defined as
}T }HS “ pxT ,T yq1{2 . The multilinear rank of a tensor T , rankpT q, is defined as a d-
tuple pr1, . . . , rdq, where rk “ rankpMkpT qq is the mode-k rank. For any multilinear
rank-pr1, . . . , rdq tensor T , it has Tucker decomposition [Tuc66]:
T “ JS; U1, . . . ,UdK :“ S ˆ1 U1 ˆ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ud, (4)
where S P Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd is the core tensor and Uk P Opi,ri is the mode-k singular subspace.
Here, the mode-k product of T P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd with a matrix U P Rpkˆrk is denoted by
T ˆk UJ and is of size p1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pk´1 ˆ rk ˆ pk`1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pd, such that
pT ˆk UJqri1,...,ik´1,j,ik`1,...,ids “
pkÿ
ik“1
Tri1,i2,...,idsUrik,js.
Given S “ ti1, . . . , idu, it is convenient to denote the product of T along the modes indexed
by S with the same matrix U and with different matrices tUiu respectively as
T ˆS U :“ T ˆi1 Uˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆid U, T ˆiPS Ui :“ T ˆi1 Ui1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆid Uid .
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Given T “ JS; U1, . . . ,UdK, the following relationship of tensor matricization is used fre-
quently in the proof:
Mk pS ˆ1 U1 ˆ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Udq “ UkMkpSqpUJd b ¨ ¨ ¨ bUJk`1 bUJk´1 b ¨ ¨ ¨ bUJ1 q. (5)
We refer the readers to [Kol01, KB09] for a more comprehensive survey on tensor algebra.
Finally, we use sin Θ distance to measure the difference between two p-by-r column
orthogonal matrices pU and U. Suppose the singular values of pUJU are σ1 ě σ2 ě . . . ě
σr ě 0. Then ΘppU,Uq is defined as
ΘppU,Uq “ diag `cos´1pσ1q, cos´1pσ2q, . . . , cos´1pσrq˘ .
Common properties of sin Θ distance can be found in [CZ18, Lemma 1] and [LZ20a, Lemma
7].
2.1 Blockwise Errors of Z
In this subsection, we introduce key quantities appearing in the perturbation bounds that
characterize the blockwise errors of Z. For simplicity, we consider order-3 tensors and
Ω1 “ t1u,Ω2 “ t2u,Ω3 “ t3u perturbation setting for illustration.
Define the blockwise errors of Z that characterize the tensor perturbation:
τ1 “ max
kPr3s
τ1k, τ1k “
›››`MkpZ ˆk`1 UJk`1 ˆk`2 UJk`2q˘maxprkq›››q , k “ 1, 2, 3;
τ2 “ max
kPr3s
!
max
VPRppk`1´rk`1qˆrk`1}V}qď1
›››`MkpZ ˆk`1 pUk`1KVqJ ˆk`2 UJk`2q˘maxprkq›››q ,
max
VPRppk`2´rk`2qˆrk`2}V}qď1
›››`MkpZ ˆk`1 UJk`1 ˆk`2 pUk`2KVqJq˘maxprkq›››q );
τ3 “ max
kPr3s
max
VPRppk`1´rk`1qˆrk`1
V1PRppk`2´rk`2qˆrk`2}V}qď1,}V1}qď1
›››`MkpZ ˆk`1 pUk`1KVqJ ˆk`2 pUk`2KV1qJq˘maxprkq›››q .
(6)
Here all mode indices p¨qk of an order-3 tensor are in the sense of modulo-3, e.g., r1 “ r4,
p2 “ p5.
τ1, τ2, τ3 represent the maximum of blockwise errors of Z in the projection spaces ex-
panded by U1,U2,U3 and their complements. For example, in Figure 1 we illustrate the
blockwise errors characterized by τ11, τ12, τ13. τ2, τ3 characterize blockwise errors of Z in a
similar fashion but with more complicated projections.
These blockwise errors of Z are in fact a generalization of error terms in matrix per-
turbation theory. In the matrix setting rT “ T` Z, let pU, pV and U,V be leading left and
right singular vectors of rT and T, respectively. Then by Wedin’s perturbation theory, the
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(a) τ11 (b) τ12 (c) τ13
Figure 1: Illustration of τ11, τ12, τ13. Here, we assume U
J
k “ rIrk 0rkˆppk´rkqs, k “ 1, 2, 3,
for a better visualization. The red, green, blue blocks represent the corresponding blockwise
errors τ11, τ12, τ13 in Z.
upper bounds of
›››sin ΘppU,Uq››› and ›››sin ΘppV,Vq››› involve }ZpV} and }pUJZ}, which are also
blockwise errors of Z.
Next, we introduce a simple quantity ξ that characterizes the error bound for tensor
reconstruction. In this order-3 asymmetric setting, ξ is defined as
ξ :“ sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr1,r2,r3q
xZ,Yy. (7)
In the following Lemma 1, we give several equivalent characterizations of ξ.
Lemma 1 (Equivalent Characterizations of ξ)
ξ :“ sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr1,r2,r3q
xZ,Yy
“ sup
UiPOpi,ri ,1ďiď3
}Z ˆ1 UJ1 ˆUJ2 ˆd UJ3 }HS
“ inf
UiPOpi,ri ,1ďiď3
}Z ´Z ˆ1 PU1 ˆ PU2 ˆd PU3}HS.
By Lemma 1, ξ measures the residual between Z and its best multilinear rank-pr1, r2, r3q
approximation in Hilbert-Schmidt norm. Another interpretation of ξ is from Gaussian
width [Gor88], which will be discussed in Section 6.
Although the exact values of τj and ξ may be hard to compute in general, it is often
practical to provide probabilistic bounds when we impose distributional assumptions on
Z. For example, if Z is a random tensor with i.i.d. standard normal entries and consider
r1 “ r2 “ r3 “ r, p1 “ p2 “ p3 “ p, q “ 8, then by random matrix theory [Ver10], we can
show that with high probability τ1i — p?p ` rq, τ2 — ?pr, τ3 — ?pr and ξ — pr 32 `?prq.
More details about the upper bounds for τj and ξ can be found in tensor denoising and
tensor co-clustering applications in Section 6.
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3 Illustration of Perturbation Bounds for d “ 3 Asymmetric
Case
In this section, we present our main results in the d “ 3 asymmetric case to better illustrate
the main ideas in this paper. The specialized HOOI algorithm for the d “ 3 asymmetric
case is given in Algorithm 2 and its guarantee is provided in Theorem 1.
Algorithm 2 High-Order Orthogonal Iteration for Tensor Decomposition (d “ 3)
Input: rT P Rp1ˆp2ˆp3 , initialization trUp0qi u3i“1 with rUp0qi P Opi,ri , maximum number of
iterations tmax.
Output: tpUiu3i“1, pT .
1: For t “ 1, . . . , tmax, do
rUpt`1q1 “ SVDr1 ´M1 ´ rT ˆ2 prUptq2 qJ ˆ3 prUptq3 qJ¯¯ ,rUpt`1q2 “ SVDr2 ´M2 ´ rT ˆ1 prUpt`1q1 qJ ˆ3 prUptq3 qJ¯¯ ,rUpt`1q3 “ SVDr3 ´M3 ´ rT ˆ1 prUpt`1q1 qJ ˆ2 prUpt`1q2 qJ¯¯ .
2: Let pUi “ rUptmaxqi for i “ 1, 2, 3 and computepT “ rT ˆ1 P pU1 ˆ2 P pU2 ˆ3 P pU3 .
Theorem 1 (Tensor Perturbation Bounds for HOOI (d = 3)) Consider the per-
turbation model (1) with rT ,T ,Z P Rp1ˆp2ˆp3. Define the blockwise errors as in (6) (7)
and denote the initialization error of trUp0qk u3k“1 as e0 :“ maxk“1,2,3 }rUp0qJkK Uk}q. Assume
the initialization error and the signal strength satisfy
e0 ď
?
2{2 and λ ě p16` 12?2qξ. (8)
Let rT ptq :“ rT ˆ1 P rUptq1 ˆ2 P rUptq2 ˆ3 P rUptq3 be the estimator of T after t steps in Algorithm 1.
Then with inputs rT , trUp0qi u3i“1, the mode-k singular subspace updates in Algorithm 2 after
t iterations satisfy
max
k“1,2,3
›››sin Θ´rUptqk ,Uk¯›››
q
ď 8τ1
λ
` e0
2t
, (9)
and the t-step tensor estimation satisfies››› rT ptq ´ T ›››
HS
ď
˜
1` 6
1´ `8 τ1λ ` e02t´1 ˘2
¸
ξ. (10)
Moreover, when tmax ě C logpe0λ{τ1q _ 1 for some C ą 0, the outputs of the estimated
mode-k singular subspaces of Algorithm 2 satisfy
max
k“1,2,3
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
ď 9τ1
λ
,
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›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
“
››› pUJkKUk›››
q
ď 4
ˆ
τ1k
λ
` 18τ1τ2
λ2
` 81τ
2
1 τ3
λ3
˙
, k “ 1, 2, 3, (11)
and the output of tensor reconstruction pT satisfies
››› pT ´ T ›››
HS
ď
›››JZ; pUJ1 , pUJ2 , pUJ3 K›››
HS
`
3ÿ
k“1
››› pUJkKMkpT q›››
F
ď 13ξ. (12)
Remark 1 (Initialization Error e0 and Signal Strength λ) In Theorem 1, we as-
sume the initializations trUp0qi u3i“1 are adequate, i.e., the maximum error e0 is bounded
by a constant. Here
?
2
2 is chosen for convenience and the same proof works for any fixed
constant less than 1. The initialization can be computed by using different methods de-
pending on the application. For example, in tensor PCA/SVD [RM14, ZX18], we can letrUp0qi “ SVDripMip rT qq; in tensor completion [XYZ17], we can choose rUp0qi to be the leading
ri singular vectors of Mip rT qMip rT qJ with diagonal deletion.
The signal strength requirement on λ is in the same vein as the singular gap condition
appearing in the classical matrix perturbation theory.
Remark 2 (Mode-k Singular Subspace Linear Convergence Property) From
(9), we know after t steps, the upper bound of et :“ maxk“1,2,3
›››sin Θ´rUptqk ,Uk¯›››
q
can
be decomposed into two parts. The first part is a fixed quantity over iterations which
represents the intrinsic estimation error due to the perturbation of the observed data. The
second part decreases linearly to 0 with respect to the iteration number and could be viewed
as the avoidable error by leveraging the low multilinear rank structure of T .
Remark 3 (Unilateral Perturbation Bounds for Mode-k Singular Subspace)
Our tensor perturbation bounds on singular subspace share the same spirit as the unilateral
perturbation bounds on singular subspace of matrix SVD in [CZ18]. Consider the matrix
perturbation setting mentioned in Section 2.1 with the additional assumption that T is
rank-r and has SVD UΣVJ. [CZ18] showed that the upper bound of } sin ΘppU,Uq} can
be written as a1λ ` a2λ2 , which can be interpreted as the sum of first and second order
perturbations. In Theorem 1, the upper bound of
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
can be also written
as
ř3
i“1
ai
λi
which can be interpreted as summation of the first, second, and third order
perturbations. This phenomenon also generalizes to order-d case in Theorem 3.
Due to the unilateral property, when the tensor dimension of each mode is at different
order, the estimation error rate of singular subspace in each mode can vary significantly. For
example in the tensor denoising setting, rT “ T `Z where T P Rp1ˆp2ˆp3 is a multilinear
rank-pr1, r2, r3q tensor and Z is a random tensor with i.i.d. standard normal entries. Let
rmax “ maxi ri and suppose p1 ! p2 ! p3, rmax ! p1{21 . Consider q “ 8, then by random
matrix theory [Ver10], we can show τ1i ď C?pi, τ2 ď Cp?p3rmaxq and τ3 ď Cp?p3rmaxq
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with high probability. Thus when λ ě Cp3
b
rmax
p1
, Theorem 1 immediately implies, with high
probability ›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯››› ď C?pk
λ
, k “ 1, 2, 3
for some C ą 0. So we can see the perturbation of pUk depends on pk. Also as λ decreases,
for different k, different order perturbations in (11) could dominate in the perturbation
bound of pUk. For example, when λ — Cp3b rmaxp2 , Theorem 1 yields›››sin Θ´pU1,U1¯››› ď Cap23rmax
λ2
,›››sin Θ´pU2,U2¯››› ď C?p2
λ
` C 1
a
p23rmax
λ2
,›››sin Θ´pU3,U3¯››› ď C?p3
λ
for constants C,C 1 ą 0. More details about the application of HOOI perturbation bounds
in order-d tensor denoising and numerical studies for this unilateral property of singular
subspace perturbation can be found in Sections 6.1 and 7.1, respectively.
Remark 4 (Comparison of Perturbation Bounds of truncated HOSVD and HOOI)
It is worth mentioning that the power iteration in Algorithm 1 plays an impor-
tant role for refining tensor reconstruction. Without power iteration, the estimatorpT T´HOSVD “ rT ˆ1 P rUp0q1 ˆ2 P rUp0q2 ˆ3 P rUp0q3 with rUp0qi “ SVDripMip rT qq is called
truncated HOSVD (T-HOSVD) in the literature [DLDMV00a]. It is not hard to show
} pT T´HOSVD ´ T }HS ď C}Z}HS for some C ą 0. Since }Z}HS “ sup
}Y}HSď1
xZ,Yy and may
be much larger than ξ, we can see the power iteration can greatly improve the accuracy for
tensor reconstruction, and this echos the findings in literature in tensor denoising setting
[ZX18].
The following lemma provides an alternative way to bound
›››JZ; pUJ1 , pUJ2 , pUJ3 K›››
HS
ap-
pearing in the reconstruction error bound (12).
Lemma 2 Suppose Z P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd is a general order-d tensor and Uk, pUk P Opk,rk are
general matrices with orthonormal columns. For any subset Ω Ď t1, . . . , du, we further
define projections of Z on Ω as follows,
θΩ “
››Z ˆkPΩ UJk ˆkPΩc UJkK››HS .
Then, ›››JZ; pUJ1 , pUJ2 , . . . , pUJd K›››
HS
ď
ÿ
ΩĎt1,...,du
θΩ
ź
kPΩc
›››sin ΘppUk,Ukq››› .
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We end this section by introducing a deterministic rate matching lower bound for tensor
reconstruction. Since the statement of the lower bound is relative simple, we state it in
general order-d setting. In particular, we consider the following class of pT ,Zq pairs of
p1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pd tensors and perturbations,
Frpξq “
$’&’%pT ,Zq : rankpT q “ pr1, ¨ ¨ ¨ , rdq ď r, sup}Y}HSď1,
rankpYqďpr1,...,rdq
xZ,Yy ď ξ
,/./- ,
here r “ pr, . . . , rq and the comparison is entrywise.
Theorem 2 (Tensor Reconstruction Lower Bound under Perturbation)
Consider perturbation model (1), we have the following deterministic lower bound
for reconstructing T ,
infpT suppT ,ZqPFrpξq } pT ´ T }HS ě
?
2
2
ξ.
Remark 5 (Optimality of HOOI and one-step HOOI for Tensor Reconstruction)
When tensor order d is fixed, combining Theorem 1 and 2, we have shown that HOOI with
good initialization is optimal for tensor reconstruction in the class pT ,Zq P Frpξq. At the
same time, from (10), we see the error rate of tensor reconstruction is optimal even after
one iteration of HOOI i.e., tmax “ 1 and more iterations can improve the coefficient in
front of ξ. This suggests that in some applications where running HOOI until convergence
is prohibitive, we can just run it for one iteration to get a fairly good reconstruction. See
more in Section 7.2 about a numerical comparison of HOOI and one-step HOOI.
4 A Blockwise Perturbation Bound of Higher-order Orthog-
onal Iteration for Tensor Decomposition
In this section, we present the main results of perturbation bounds of HOOI given in
Algorithm 1. In contrast with Theorem 1, Theorem 3 in this section covers the general
order-d perturbation setting with rT having symmetric index groups tΩiumi“1. Before stating
the theorem, we first define the blockwise errors of Z in this general setting. Let Sp´k¯qi :“ 
S Ď rdsztk¯u : |S| “ i( be the collection of all possible index sets with i elements from
rdsztk¯u and Sp´k¯q0 :“ H. For S P Sp´k¯qi , we let Sc “ prdsztk¯uqzS. Now we define the
blockwise errors of Z as
τ1 “ max
k“1,...,m τ1k, τ1k “
›››`Mk¯pZ ˆi‰k¯ UJi1 q˘maxprkq›››q , k “ 1, . . . ,m;
τj “ max
kPrms
!
max
SPSp´k¯qj´1
sup
Vi1PRppi1´ri1 qˆri1 ,}Vi1}qď1,iPS
››››´Mk¯pZ ˆiPS pUi1KVi1qJ ˆiPSc UJi1¯maxprkq
››››
q
)
,
for j “ 2, . . . ,m.
(13)
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Finally, ξ in this setting is defined as
ξ :“ sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr11 ,...,rd1 q
xZ,Yy. (14)
Theorem 3 (General Perturbation Bounds for Tensor Power Iteration)
Consider the perturbation model (1) with rT ,T ,Z P Rp11ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd1 , symmetric index
groups pΩ1, . . . ,Ωmq and blockwise errors in (13) (14). Denote the initialization error of
trUp0qk umk“1 as e0 :“ maxk“1,...,m }rUp0qJkK Uk}q. Assume the initialization error and the signal
strength satisfy
e0 ď
?
2
2
and λ ě 2 d`42
ˆ
1`
?
2
2
˙d
ξ. (15)
Let rT ptq :“ rT ˆΩ1P rUptq1 ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΩmP rUptqm be the estimator of T after t steps in Algorithm 1.
Then with inputs rT , trUp0qk umk“1, tΩiumi“1, the mode-k singular subspace updates in Algorithm
1 after t iterations satisfy
max
kPrms
›››sin Θ´rUptqk ,Uk¯›››
q
ď 2 d`32 τ1
λ
` e0
2t
, (16)
and the t-step tensor estimation satisfies
››› rT ptq ´ T ›››
HS
ď
˜
1` 2d
ˆ
1´
´
2
d`3
2
τ1
λ
` e0
2t´1
¯2˙´ d´12 ¸
ξ. (17)
Moreover, when tmax ě C logpe0λ{τ1q _ 1 for some C ą 0, the outputs of estimated
mode-k singular subspace of Algorithm 1 satisfy
max
kPrms
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
ď
´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯ τ1
λ
,
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
ď 2
p1´ c˚pτ1, λ, dqq d´12
¨˚
˝τ1k
λ
`
d´1ÿ
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘ ´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯j
τ j1τj`1
λj`1
‹˛‚. (18)
for k “ 1, . . . ,m where c˚pτ1, λ, dq :“
ˆ
2
d`3
2 `2
˙2
τ21
λ2
ď 12 , and the output of tensor recon-
struction pT satisfies››› pT ´ T ›››
HS
ď
›››Z ˆΩ1 pUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm pUJm›››
HS
`
mÿ
k“1
|Ωk|
››› pUJkKMk¯pT q›››
F
ď
´
1` 2d p1´ c˚ pτ1, λ, dqq´ d´12
¯
ξ.
(19)
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Remark 6 (Size of c˚pτ1, λ, dq) It is easy to check c˚pτ1, λ, dq ď 12 based on τ1 ď ξ and
the requirement of the signal strength λ. So we have p1´ c˚pτ1, λ, dqq´ d´12 ď 2 d´12 in the
upper bounds of
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
and
››› pT ´ T ›››
HS
. However, in many practical applica-
tions, such as tensor denoising to be introduced in Section 6.1, tensor order d is fixed and
λ " p2 d`32 ` 2qτ1. In this case c˚pτ1, λ, dq could be much smaller than 12 and the scale of
p1´ c˚pτ1, λ, dqq´ d´12 can be very close to 1.
Remark 7 (Comparison with [AGH`14]) Compared with the perturbation bounds of
power iteration for supersymmetric CP-low-rank decomposition [AGH`14, Theorem 5.1],
our Theorem 3 covers more general symmetric and partial symmetric multilinear low-rank
decomposition settings. Also in Theorem 5.1 of [AGH`14], the tensor reconstruction error
bound of power iteration is given in terms of tensor spectral norm, which does not improve
upon the guarantee by the trivial estimator rT . On the other hand, the tensor reconstruction
error of pT in Theorem 3 is given in Hilbert-Schmidt norm and can be significantly better
than the guarantee for rT as }Z}HS " ξ in most of the applications.
Remark 8 (A Proof Sketch of Theorem 3) We provide a sketch on how to prove (16)
and (17). The rest of the results (18) and (19) follow easily from (16) (17) by plugging in
tmax ě logpe0λ{τ1q _ 1. The idea is to develop the recursive error bounds of rUpt`1qk i.e.,
the estimate of Uk at iteration t` 1, based on the error bound of rUptqk , i.e., the estimate at
iteration t. The argument can be divided into three steps. It is worth mentioning that all
three steps involves complex tensor algebra and this makes the proof even more difficult.
First, we denote
et “ max
k
et,k, et,k “
›››prUptqkKqJUk›››
q
, k “ 1, . . . ,m; t “ 0, 1, . . . .
Step 1. In HOOI procedure, the update for the mode-k singular subspace satisfies
rUpt`1qk “SVDrkˆMk¯ ´T ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯
`Mk¯
´
Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯
˙
,
here Ωi :“
Ťi´1
j“1 Ωj ,Ωi :“
Ťd
j“i`1 Ωj. To give an upper bound for et`1,k, we aim to give an
upper bound for ››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
(20)
by using τ1, . . . , τm, et, et`1. The main idea to bound (20) is to introduce I “ PUi1 ` PUi1K
in each mode multiplication, expand the mode products, then write the whole term into
summation of many small terms.
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Step 2. After getting an upper bound for (20), we use induction to prove the following
claim,
et ď 2pd`3q{2τ1{λ` e0{2t; t “ 0, 1, . . . .
One technical difficulty is to deal with the sequential updating of singular subspaces in HOOI
and we use the induction idea again to tackle it. Tools we use in this step include the singular
subspace bound in [LZ20a, Theorem 6].
Step 3. The final and most challenging step involves upper bounding the tensor recon-
struction error } rT ˆΩ1P pU1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆΩmP pUm´T }HS by the unified quantity ξ. By decomposing
T onto the estimated singular subspaces, we can show that››› rT ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm ´ T ›››HS
ď
›››Z ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm›››HS `
dÿ
k“1
››› pUJk1KMkpT q›››
F
.
By definition,
›››Z ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm›››HS ď ξ. We further show››› pUJk1KMkpT q›››
F
paqď Cpτ1, d, λ, e0q ξ.
Here Cpτ1, d, λ, e0q is a quantity that depends on τ1, d, λ, e0. The main challenge to prove (a)
is that pUk1 is not the left singular subspace of Mkp rT q. So to leverage the SVD property ofpUk1K, we have to project rT onto rUptmaxqi and rUptmax´1qi , then use the subspace perturbation
bounds established before.
Note that Theorem 3 covers the general situation where T may have partial symmetric
modes. We provide a corollary for the common asymmetric case, i.e., Ωi “ tiu, i “ 1, . . . , d
in the Appendix.
5 Perturbation Bounds of Power Iteration for Tensors with
Partial Low Multilinear Rank Structure
In some applications, e.g., multilayer network analysis [LCL19], the tensor rT only has low-
rank structure on a subset of modes. Both the tensor power iteration algorithm and our
perturbation theory can be generalized to such cases. For a better illustration, we present
the modified algorithm and theory for order-3 tensor perturbation with mode 1 to be dense.
Specifically, we consider rT “ T `Z P Rp1ˆp2ˆp3 , (21)
where T is the signal tensor and Z is the noise. We assume T is low-rank on modes 2
and 3, i.e., T “ S ˆ2 U2 ˆ3 U3, where S P Rp1ˆr2ˆr3 is the core tensor and Ui P Opi,ri
for i “ 2, 3. In this setting, we consider the modified tensor power iteration algorithm for
low-rank tensor decomposition in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Power Iteration for Tensor Decomposition in Partial Multilinear Low-Rank
Setting (21)
Input: rT P Rp1ˆp2ˆp3 , initialization trUp0qi P Opi,riu3i“2, maximum number of iterations
tmax.
Output: tpUiu3i“2, pT .
1: For t “ 1, . . . , tmax, do
rUpt`1q2 “ SVDr2 ´M2 ´ rT ˆ3 prUptq3 qJ¯¯rUpt`1q3 “ SVDr3 ´M3 ´ rT ˆ2 prUpt`1q2 qJ¯¯ .
2: Let pUi “ rUptmaxqi for i “ 2, 3 and computepT “ rT ˆ2 P pU2 ˆ3 P pU3 .
In the setting (21), we can define the blockwise errors of Z as follows:
τ1 “ max
k“2,3 τ1k, τ12 “
›››`M2pZ ˆ3 UJ3 q˘maxpr2q›››q , τ13 “ ›››`M3pZ ˆ2 UJ2 q˘maxpr3q›››q
τ2 “ max
!
max
VPRpp3´r3qˆr3}V}qď1
›››`M2pZ ˆ3 pU3KVqJq˘maxpr2q›››q ,
max
VPRpp2´r2qˆr2}V}qď1
›››`M3pZ ˆ2 pU2KVqJq˘maxpr3q›››q );
ξ “ sup
rankpYqďpp1,r2,r3q,}Y}HSď1
xZ,Yy .
(22)
We have the following perturbation bounds for the outputs of Algorithm 3.
Theorem 4 (Tensor Perturbation Bounds for Tensor Power Iteration with Partial Multilinear Low-Rank (d = 3) )
Consider the perturbation model (21) with rT ,T ,Z P Rp1ˆp2ˆp3. Define the blockwise errors
as in (22) and denote the initialization error of trUp0qk u3k“2 as e0 :“ maxk“2,3 }rUp0qJkK Uk}q.
Assume the initialization error and the signal strength satisfy
e0 ď
?
2{2 and λ ě 16ξ. (23)
Then with inputs rT , trUp0qi u3i“2, the mode-k singular subspace updates in Algorithm 3 after
t iterations satisfy
max
k“2,3
›››sin Θ´rUptqk ,Uk¯›››
q
ď 4
?
2τ1
λ
` e0
2t
. (24)
Moreover, when tmax ě C logpe0λ{τ1q _ 1 for some C ą 0, the outputs of estimated mode-k
singular subspace of Algorithm 3 satisfy
max
k“2,3
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
ď p4
?
2` 1qτ1
λ
,
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›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
“
››› pUJkKUk›››
q
ď 2?2
ˆ
τ1k
λ
` p4
?
2` 1qτ1τ2
λ2
˙
, k “ 2, 3. (25)
The output of tensor reconstruction pT satisfies
››› pT ´ T ›››
HS
ď
›››Z ˆ2 P pU2 ˆ3 P pU3›››HS `
3ÿ
k“2
››› pUJkKMkpT q›››
F
ď p4?2` 1qξ.
The proof of Theorem 4 follows the proof of Theorem 3 easily. For simplicity, we omit it
here.
6 Implications in Statistics and Machine Learning
In this section, we consider a couple of applications of the HOOI perturbation bounds we
developed in statistics and machine learning. Specifically, here we consider the perturbation
model (1) and assume Zi1,...,id ’s are independent, mean-zero σ-subgaussian, where σ ą 0 is
the subgaussianity parameter. More precisely,
E exppλZi1,...,idq ď exppCλ2σ2q, for all pi1, . . . , idq P rp1s ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rpds and all λ P R,
where C ą 0 is some absolute constant. For convenience, we let pmax “ maxi pi, pmin “
mini pi, rmax “ maxi ri, rmin “ mini ri.
In this setting, the quantity ξ is in fact closely related to the Gaussian width [Gor88]
studied in literature that measures the size or complexity of a given set. Recall the Gaussian
width of a set S Ă Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd is defined to be
wpSq :“ E
ˆ
sup
YPS
xB,Yy
˙
,
where B P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd is a tensor whose entries are independent Np0, 1q random variables.
In view of wpSq, we can regard ξ as the Gaussian width with no expectation and S “ tY :
}Y}HS ď 1, rankpYq ď pr1, . . . , rdqu. It can be shown in the case that Z has i.i.d. Np0, 1q
entries, ξ and wpSq are the same up to constant with high probability [RYC19].
In the following subsections, we consider two particular structures of T , one is pure
low multilinear rank structure, namely tensor denoising/tensor PCA/tensor SVD studied
in literature [RM14, ZX18, PWB16, HSS15, LML`17, WEAM19] and another one is tensor
co-clustering/block structure [CGS`18, WZ19, HM19].
6.1 HOOI for Tensor Denoising
In tensor denoising, we assume T has the following structure,
T “ S ˆ1 U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ud, (26)
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where S P Rr1ˆ¨¨¨ˆrd is the core tensor and tUi P Opi,riudi“1 are loading matrices. With the
established tensor perturbation bounds, we can establish the following theoretical guarantee
for the performance of HOOI on tensor denoising with a very short proof.
Theorem 5 (Tensor Denoising: General Order d) Consider the tensor denoising
problem “(1) ` (26)” and Algorithm 1 with inputs rT , Ωi “ tiu, initialization trUp0qi udi“1
and tmax “ C
´
log λ{σ?pmax _ 1
¯
for some C ą 0, where λ “ mink σrk pMkpSqq is
the minimal singular value of each matricization of S. Assume rmax ď p1{pd´1qmin and
maxi }rUp0qJiK Ui} ď ?2{2. Then if λ{σ ě 2pd`4q{2p1`?2{2qd´1?pmaxrmax, with probability
at least 1´ expp´cpminq, the output pUk, pT satisfy›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯››› ď C ˆ1´ c
rmax
˙´pd´1q{2 ˜?pk
λ{σ `
a
p2maxrmax
pλ{σq2
¸
and
} pT ´ T }HS ď C
˜
1` 2d
ˆ
1´ c
rmax
˙´ d´1
2
¸
σ
gffe dÿ
i“1
piri, (27)
for some constants c, C ą 0.
When d is a constant, the upper bound for tensor reconstruction error matches the lower
bound in [ZX18, Theorem 3], which shows HOOI achieves the optimal tensor reconstruction
error in the tensor denoising problem.
6.2 Tensor Co-clustering/Block Model
Co-clustering is among the most important unsupervised learning methods that reveals the
checkerbox-like association pattern in data. A number of algorithms have been proposed
[WLP15, WBG16, KS08, PSB12, ZWC`16, SPL`09, JSB09] for tensor co-clustering in the
literature, however most of the work does not provide statistical guarantees for recovering
the underlying co-clustering structure. Very recently, [CGS`18] and [WZ19] studied the
performance of co-clustering estimation and cocluster recovery based on convex relaxation
and combinatorial search algorithms. By using the tools of perturbation bounds of HOOI
given in Section 4, we are able to provide the first guarantee for co-clustering estimation
and cocluster recovery based on computational efficient HOOI algorithm. Compared to
the convex relaxation approach [CGS`18], HOOI has a better guarantee for tensor recon-
struction and it also gives guarantee for cocluster membership recovery. Specifically, in the
tensor co-clustering/block model, we assume T has the following structure,
T “ B ˆ1 Π1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Πd, (28)
where Πi PMpi,ri andMpi,ri is the collection of all piˆri membership matrices with each row
has exactly one 1 and pri´1q 0’s. For any Πi, the cocluster membership of node k is denoted
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by g
pkq
i P rris, which satisfies pΠiqrk,gpkqi s “ 1. Let G
pjq
i ” Gpjqi pΠiq “ tk P rpis : gpkqi “ ju
be the set of ith mode node indices that belongs to cocluster j and p
pjq
i “ |Gpjqi | for all
j P rris. For simplicity, we assume the cocluster sizes for each cluster are on the same order
for every mode, i.e.,
p
p1q
i — pp2qi — ¨ ¨ ¨ — ppriqi —
pi
ri
, for i “ 1, . . . , d. (A1)
We consider two cocluster membership recovery error metrics:
1. Let }M}0 be the number of nonzero entries in matrix M. Suppose Eri is the set of
all ri ˆ ri permutation matrices. Define
errp pΠi,Πiq “ 1
pi
min
JPEri
} pΠiJ´Πi}0 (29)
as the misclassification rate of pΠi.
2. Define Ăerrp pΠi,Πiq “ min
JPEri
max
1ďjďri
1
p
pjq
i
}p pΠiJqrGpjqi ,:s ´ pΠiqrGpjqi ,:s}0.
Intuitively speaking, Ăerrp pΠi,Πiq measures the worst relative misclassification rates
over all communities.
It is easy to check that 0 ď errp pΠi,Πiq ď Ăerrp pΠi,Πiq ď 2.
The following lemma gives a Tucker decomposition of T in the tensor block model (28).
This decomposition bridges the tensor co-clustering model and the tensor signal-plus-noise
model, which explains why HOOI would work for tensor co-clustering.
Lemma 3 Suppose T has the tensor co-clustering/block structure (28), where B is a mul-
tilinear rank-pr1, . . . , rdq tensor. Assume Sˆ1 V1ˆ¨ ¨ ¨ˆdVd with Vi P Ori,ri is the Tucker
decomposition of B ˆ1 pΠJ1 Π1q
1
2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pΠJd Πdq
1
2 . Then
T “ S ˆ1 U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Ud
with Ui “ ΠipΠJi Πiq´
1
2 Vi P Opi,ri for i “ 1, . . . , d.
The following Theorem 6 gives the theoretical guarantee on the performance of Algo-
rithm 4 for tensor reconstruction and cocluster membership recovery.
Theorem 6 (HOOI for Tensor Co-clustering/Block Model) Consider the tensor
co-clustering/block model “(1) ` (28)” and the Algorithm 4 with inputs rT , initializa-
tions trUp0qi udi“1 and tmax “ C ˆlogˆ λ{σ?pmax
cśd
i“1 piśd
i“1 ri
˙
_ 1
˙
for some C ą 0, where
λ “ mink σrk pMkpBqq is the minimal singular value at each matricization of the core
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Algorithm 4 HOOI for Tensor Co-clustering/Block Model
Input: Tensor rT P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd , indices group Ωi “ tiu, initialization rUp0qi P Rpiˆri for
i “ 1, . . . , d, maximum number of iterations tmax,
Output: pΠi PMpi,ri ,i “ 1, . . . , d and pT .
1: Apply Algorithm 1 with input rT , tΩiudi“1, trUp0qi udi“1, maximum number of iterations
tmax and get outputs tpUiudi“1 and pT .
2: For each mode i, apply -approximation K-means [KSS04] on pUi, i.e., compute pΠi, pXi P
Mpi,ri ˆ Rriˆri such that
} pΠi pXi ´ pUi}2F ď p1` q min
Π,XPMpi,riˆRriˆri
}ΠX´ pUi}2F . (30)
tensor parameter B. Assume rmax ď p1{pd´1qmin , maxi }rUp0qJiK Ui} ď ?22 , and (A1) holds.
Then if
λ{σ ě C
d
p2maxrmax
śd
i“1 ri
pmin
śd
i“1 pi
,
for sufficiently large constant C ą 0, with probability at least 1 ´ expp´cpminq for some
c ą 0, pUk, pT satisfy
} sin ΘppUk,Ukq} ď Cpdq?pk
λ{σ
dśd
i“1 riśd
i“1 pi
, k “ 1, . . . , d
} pT ´ T }HS ď Cpdqσ
gffe dÿ
i“1
piri;
and we also have the following upper bound on cocluster recovery error,
errp pΠi,Πiq ď C1pd, qp1i,maxripλ{σq2
śd
i“1 riśd
i“1 pi
,
Ăerrp pΠi,Πiq ď C2pd, q piripλ{σq2
śd
i“1 riśd
i“1 pi
.
Here Cpdq, C1pd, q, C2pd, q ą 0 are some constants depending only on d and , p1i,max is
the second largest cocluster size at mode i.
Note that our cocluster recovery guarantee is new for polynomial-time algorithms. When
p “ p1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pd, the best polynomial time algorithm guarantee for tensor reconstruction
is pd´1 in [CGS`18] and our result can be significantly better.
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7 Numerical Studies
In this section, we first provide numerical studies to support the main theoretical results in
Section 4 and then compare HOOI with other existing algorithms for tensor decomposition
in applications of tensor denoising and tensor co-clustering. Throughout the simulation,
we consider order-3 tensor perturbation setting rT “ T `Z with Z being the noise tensor
with i.i.d. Np0, σ2q entries. Without particular specification, we set p “ p1 “ p2 “ p3, r “
r1 “ r2 “ r3. The error metrics we consider for tensor reconstruction and mode-k singular
subspace estimation are root mean square error (RMSE) } pT ´T }HS and } sin ΘppUk,Ukq},
respectively. All simulations are repeated 100 times and the average statistics are reported.
7.1 Perturbation Bounds of HOOI with good initialization
In this simulation, we study the perturbation bounds of HOOI with randomly generated
good initialization. Let T “ Sˆ1 U1ˆ2 U2ˆ3 U3, where Ui P Rpiˆr is generated uniformly
at random from Opi,r and S P Rrˆrˆr is a diagonal tensor with diagonal values tiλuri“1. The
initializations of Ui of Algorithm 1 are rUp0qi “ 1?2Ui ` 1?2U1i, where U1i “ Ui1KO for some
random orthogonal matrix O P Opi´r,r. It is easy to check that } sin ΘpUi, rUp0qi q} “ ?22 for
i “ 1, 2, 3.
First for tensor reconstruction, let p P t20, 30, . . . , 100u, r “ 5, σ P t1, 2, 3, 4u and
λ “ 5?prσ. We can check that with high probability, }Z}HS ď Cp 32σ and ξ ď C?prσ
for some C ą 0 following the same proof as Theorem 5. In Figure 2(a), the RMSE of
tensor reconstruction of HOOI is presented. We find as the perturbation results in Section
4 suggest, } pT ´ T }HS can be much smaller than }Z}HS. This demonstrates the superior
performance of the HOOI estimator compared to the trivial estimator rT . At the same time,
the RMSE for tensor reconstruction increases as p and σ become bigger and this matches
our theoretical findings in Theorem 3 that the error bound of HOOI for } pT ´T }HS is Opξq,
which increases as p, σ increase.
Next we demonstrate the unilateral perturbation bounds for mode-k singular subspace
estimation. Specifically, we consider p1 “ 10, p2 “ 100, p3 “ 500, r P t3, 5u, σ “ 1 and
λ “ α ¨ p3
?
r?
p1
with varying α. The errors of the mode-1, mode-2, mode-3 estimated
singular subspaces with and without rescaling are provided in Figure 2(b). We can see
from Figure 2(b) left panel the errors of estimated singular subspaces converge to different
values depending on the corresponding mode size pi, and a further rescaling of estimation
error by
?
pi makes them roughly on the same level (see Figure 2(b) right panel). This
matches the unilateral property of the singular subspace perturbation results in Remark 3
that when λ “ Opp3
?
r?
p1
q, } sin ΘppUk,Ukq} ď C?piλ{σ for some C ą 0, and this upper bound
increases linearly with respect to
?
pi.
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Figure 2: HOOI with good initialization. (a) Tensor reconstruction error } pT ´ T }HS for
p P t20, 30, . . . , 100u, r “ 5, σ P t1, 2, 3, 4u and λ “ 5?prσ; (b) Mode-k singular subspace
estimation with and without rescaling under p1 “ 10, p2 “ 100, p3 “ 500, r P t3, 5u, σ “ 1
and λ “ α ¨ p3
?
r1?
p1
with varying α
HOOI O-HOOI ST-HOSVD T-HOSVD
Complexity Oppd`1 ` tmaxdrpdq Oppd`1 ` drpdq Oppd`1q Opdpd`1q
Table 1: Time Complexity of HOOI, O-HOOI, ST-HOSVD and T-HOSVD under setting
p1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ pd “ p, r1 “ ¨ ¨ ¨ “ rd “ r, r ! p. HOOI and O-HOOI is initialized by
ST-HOSVD.
7.2 Comparison of HOOI with other Algorithms
In this section, we do a comparison of HOOI with truncated HOSVD (T-HOSVD)
[DLDMV00a] and sequentially truncated HOSVD (ST-HOSVD) [VVM12] in the tensor de-
noising and tensor co-clustering applications. We also include one-step HOOI (O-HOOI),
since it might be useful as a surrogate of HOOI in large scale tensor decomposition settings
as we mentioned in Remark 5. The initialization we consider for HOOI and O-HOOI are
ST-HOSVD with natural truncation order, i.e., rUp0qi “ SVDrpMip rT ˆjăi rUp0qj qq. In Table
1, we give the time complexity of HOOI, O-HOOI, ST-HOSVD and T-HOSVD. We can
see that as long as dr ď p, a common case in practice, the time complexity of O-HOOI and
ST-HOSVD are on the same order, and they could be faster than full HOOI and HOSVD
in general.
In tensor denoising, the generating process of T is the same as before. Let p “ 100,
r “ 5, σ P t1, 2u, λ “ α ¨ p 34σ with varying α. The comparison of these algorithms for
tensor reconstruction and singular subspace estimation are given in Figure 3. First, we find
that HOOI is best in both tensor reconstruction and singular subspace estimation among
four algorithms. Meanwhile, O-HOOI is slightly worse than HOOI for small α and has
very close performance with HOOI when α is relative large, which suggests that in some
computationally heavy applications, we can just run HOOI for one iteration to achieve
reasonable estimation. Part of this phenomenon can be explained by the one-iteration
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Figure 3: Comparison of HOOI, one-step HOOI (O-HOOI), truncated HOSVD (T-
HOSVD), sequentially truncated HOSVD (ST-HOSVD) in tensor denoising under p “ 100,
r “ 5, σ P t1, 2u, λ “ α ¨ p 34σ with α P r1, 4s. (a) Tensor reconstruction; (b) Averaged
singular subspace estimation
optimality of HOOI for tensor reconstruction as we discussed in Remark 5. On the other
hand, HOOI and O-HOOI are often much better than T-HOSVD and ST-HOSVD for
both tensor reconstruction and mode-k singular subspace estimation within a wide range
of settings.
Finally, we study the performance of the HOOI-based Algorithm 4 in tensor co-
clustering recovery and do a comparison of it with T-HOSVD, ST-HOSVD, and O-HOOI
based clustering algorithms. In this simulation, we generate T “ Bˆ1 Π1ˆ2 Π2ˆ3 Π3 such
that tΠiu3i“1 have balanced cluster size and B “ B0mini σrpMipB0qqλ with B0
i.i.d.„ Np0, 1q. The
error metric we consider is the average cocluster membership misclassification error rate in
(29). The performance of Algorithm 4 under p P t50, 80u, r P t3, 5, 8u, σ “ 1, λ “ α ¨ r3{2
p3{4σ
is presented in Figure 4(a). We can see the misclassification error decreases as the signal
strength increases and cocluster number decreases. The comparison of Algorithm 4 and
T-HOSVD, ST-HOSVD, O-HOOI based spectral clustering is given in Figure 4(b) under
the same setting with r “ 5. Again, HOOI-based algorithm has the best performance in
cocluster recovery. O-HOOI and ST-HOSVD perform similarly here and both of them are
much better than T-HOSVD.
8 Conclusion and Discussion
In this paper, we provide the first sharp blockwise perturbation bounds of HOOI for tensors
with guarantees for both tensor reconstruction and mode-k singular subspace estimation.
Furthermore, we show both HOOI and one-step HOOI with good initialization is optimal in
terms of tensor reconstruction by providing rate matching lower bound. Finally, we support
our theoretical results with extensive numerical studies and apply them to tensor denoising
and tensor co-clustering applications. Apart from the applications mentioned above, the
main perturbation results can be applied to many other applications where tensor “spec-
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Figure 4: Tensor cocluster recovery under σ “ 1, λ “ α ¨ r3{2
p3{4σ with varying α. (a) HOOI
on tensor cocluster recovery under p P t50, 80u, r P t3, 5, 8u. (b) Comparison of HOOI, one-
step HOOI (O-HOOI), truncated HOSVD (T-HOSVD), sequentially truncated HOSVD
(ST-HOSVD) in cocluster recovery under p “ 80, r “ 5.
tral method” HOOI is applicable, such as tensor completion [YZ14, YZ17, XYZ17, XY17],
hypergraphic stochastic block model [GD14, GD17, KSX19, CLW19, ALS18, KBG18], mul-
tilayer network [LCL19, JLLX20], MPCA [LPV08], latent variable model [AGH`14], etc.
In tensor completion [XYZ17] and many other applications, more specialized initializers can
achieve better performance than HOSVD – the classic initializers for HOOI in the literature
[DLDMV00b]. Our tensor perturbation bounds still apply to these cases as our theoretical
analysis admits all initializers satisfying certain mild conditions.
At the same time, due to the NP hardness of computing many tensor quantities
[HL13], the Alternating Least Square (ALS) and Power iteration have been the “workhorse”
algorithms in computing low-rank tensor approximation and solving many other ten-
sor problems [KB09]. Our induction proof idea in Theorem 3 could also shed light
on how to analyze other iterative ALS/Power iteration procedures for tensor problems
[ZLZ13, LPV08, WZ19, XYZ`05, YXY`05, YXY`06, LXZL18, LW20].
Finally, an interesting open question is to provide perturbation results for other al-
gorithms, such as (quasi-)Newton-Grassmann method [ES09, SL10], geometric Newton
method [IDLAVH09], Riemannian trust region scheme [IAVHDL11] since sometimes Rie-
mannian trust region scheme and/or Newton-type methods can take much fewer iterations
than HOOI to converge. Also in the paper, we mainly focus on Tucker format of tensor
decomposition. Although it has many advantages, it has the drawback that in ultra high-
order tensor problems, the storage cost of the core tensor in Tucker format scales exponen-
tially with respect to the tensor order and it is more desirable to consider other low-rank
tensor approximation methods than Tucker, such as Hierarchical Tucker decomposition
[BG13, Gra10, HK09], and Tensor Train decomposition [Ose11, OT09]. It is interesting
to develop the perturbation bounds for algorithms on Hierarchical Tucker or Tensor Train
tensor decomposition.
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Supplement to “A Sharp Blockwise Tensor Perturbation
Bound for Orthogonal Iteration”
Yuetian Luo, Garvesh Raskutti, Ming Yuan, and Anru R. Zhang
Abstract
In this supplement, we provide an additional corollary of our main results and all
proofs in this paper.
A Tensor Perturbation Bounds for HOOI in Asymmetric
Case
In this section, we present a Corollary of Theorem 3 in the case where Ωi “ tiu, i “ 1, . . . , d,
which appears frequently in practice.
Corollary 1 (Tensor Perturbation Bounds for HOOI in Asymmetric Case)
Consider the perturbation model (1) with rT ,T ,Z P Rp1ˆ¨¨¨ˆpd and Ωi “ tiu, i “ 1, . . . , d.
Define Sp´kqi :“ tS Ď rdsztku : |S| “ iu as the set of all possible index sets with i elements
from rdsztku and Sp´kq0 :“ H. For S P Sp´kqi , let Sc “ prdsztkuqzS. Now we define the
blockwise errors as
τ1 “ max
k“1,...,d τ1k, τ1k “
›››`MkpZ ˆi‰k UJi q˘maxprkq›››q , k “ 1, . . . , d;
τj “ max
k“1,...,d
!
max
SPSp´kqj´1
sup
ViPRppi´riqˆri ,}Vi}qď1,iPS
››››´MkpZ ˆiPS pUiKViqJ ˆiPSc UJi ¯maxprkq
››››
q
)
,
for j “ 2, . . . , d;
Denote the initialization error of trUp0qk udk“1 as e0 :“ maxk“1,...,d }rUp0qJkK Uk}q. Assume the
initialization error and the signal strength satisfy
e0 ď
?
2
2
and λ ě 2 d`42
ˆ
1`
?
2
2
˙d
ξ,
where ξ :“ sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr1,...,rdq
xZ,Yy.
Then with inputs rT , trUp0qk udk“1, tΩiudi“1, the estimated mode-k singular subspaces up-
dates in Algorithm 1 after t iterations satisfy
max
kPrds
›››sin Θ´rUptqk ,Uk¯›››
q
ď 2 d`32 τ1
λ
` e0
2t
.
Moreover, when tmax ě logpe0λ{τ1q_ 1, the outputs of estimated mode-k singular subspaces
of Algorithm 1 satisfy
max
kPrds
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
ď
´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯ τ1
λ
,
1
›››sin Θ´pUk,Uk¯›››
q
ď 2
p1´ c˚pτ1, λ, dqq d´12
¨˚
˝τ1k
λ
`
d´1ÿ
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘ ´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯j
τ j1τj`1
λj`1
‹˛‚,
for k “ 1, . . . , d, where c˚pτ1, λ, dq “
´
2
d`3
2 ` 2
¯2 τ21
λ2
ď 12 , and the output of tensor recon-
struction pT satisfies
››› pT ´ T ›››
HS
ď
›››JZ; pUJ1 , . . . , pUJd K›››
HS
`
dÿ
k“1
››› pUJkKMkpT q›››
F
ď
´
1` 2d p1´ c˚pτ1, λ, dqq´ d´12
¯
ξ.
B Additional Proofs
B.1 Proof of Lemma 1
For generality, here we present the proof for order d case. First we show the first equivalent
characterization.
sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr1,...,rdq
xZ,Yy ě sup
}S}HSď1,UiPOpi,ri
xZ,S ˆ1 U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Udy
“ sup
}S}HSď1,UiPOpi,ri
xZ ˆ1 UJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆUJd ,Sy
“ sup
UiPOpi,ri
}Z ˆ1 UJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd UJd }HS.
On the other hand by Theorem 2 of [DLDMV00a], we have
Y “
´
Y ˆ1 rUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rUJd ¯ˆ1 rU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd rUd,
where rUi P Rpiˆri is the left singular space ofMipYq. Since }Y ˆ1 rUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ rUJd }HS ď 1,
so
sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr1,...,rdq
xZ,Yy ď sup
}S}HSď1,UiPOpi,ri
xZ,S ˆ1 U1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Udy.
So, we have proved the first equivalent characterization.
The second equivalent characterization comes directly from the consequence of Theorem
4.1 and 4.2 of [DLDMV00b]. 
B.2 Proof of Lemma 2
This proof idea of this lemma is to project Z onto orthogonal subspaces Uk and UkK at
each modes.
2
Z ˆ1 pUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ pUJd
“pZ ˆ1 pPU1 ` PU1Kq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd pPUd ` PUdKqq ˆ1 pUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd pUJd
“
¨˝ ÿ
ΩĎrds
Z ˆkPΩ PUk ˆkPΩc PUkK‚˛ˆ1 pUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd pUJd
“
ÿ
ΩĎrds
Z ˆkPΩ rUJk PUk ˆkPΩc rUJk PUkK .
So by triangle inequality, we have›››JZ; pUJ1 , . . . , pUJd K›››
HS
ď
ÿ
ΩĎrds
›››Z ˆkPΩ rUJk PUk ˆkPΩc rUJk PUkK›››
HS
ď
ÿ
ΩĎrds
››Z ˆkPΩ UJk ˆkPΩc UJkK››HS ź
kPΩ
}rUJk Uk} ź
kPΩc
}rUJk UkK}
ď
ÿ
ΩĎrds
››Z ˆkPΩ UJk ˆkPΩc UJkK››HS ź
kPΩc
} sin ΘppUk,Ukq}
“
ÿ
ΩĎt1,...,du
θΩ
ź
kPΩc
›››sin ΘppUk,Ukq››› .
Here the second inequality is due to the fact that }Z ˆi AB}HS “ }ABMipZq}HS ď
}A}}BMipZq}HS “ }A}}ZˆiB}HS and we apply iteratively for each mode with A “ rUJk Uk
(or rUJk UkK) and B “ UJk (or UJkK). The third inequality is due to that }rUJk Uk} ď 1 and››› rUJk UkK››› “ ›››sin ΘppUk,Ukq›››. 
B.3 Proof of Theorem 2
The proof is done by construction. Let’s denote Ir P pRrqbd as the order-d identity tensor
with entries pi, i, . . . , iq to be 1 and others are 0. We construct
Z1 “ ξ?
r
Ir ˆ1
¨˚
˝ 0rˆrIr
0pp1´2rqˆr
‹˛‚ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd
¨˚
˝ 0rˆrIr
0ppd´2rqˆr
‹˛‚,
where 0mˆn denotes a mˆ n matrix with all entries to be 0.
It is easy to check that sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr,...,rq
xZ1,Yy ď }Z1}HS “ ξ. Similarly we
construct
T1 “ ξ?
r
Ir ˆ1
¨˚
˝ Ir0rˆr
0pp1´2rqˆr
‹˛‚ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd
¨˚
˝ Ir0rˆr
0ppd´2rqˆr
‹˛‚.
3
Also we let Z2 “ T1 and T2 “ Z1, and it is easy to check pT1,Z1q, pT2,Z2q P Frpξq. At
the same time, we have Z1 ` T1 “ T2 `Z2. Thus
infpT suppT ,ZqPFrpξq } pT ´ T }HS ě infpT max
!
} pT ´ T1}HS, } pT ´ T2}HS)
ě 1
2
´
} pT ´ T1}HS ` } pT ´ T2}HS¯
ě 1
2
}T1 ´ T2}HS “
?
2
2
ξ.

B.4 Proof of Theorem 3
The proof is long and nontrivial. The main idea of the proof is to develop the recursive
error bound of rUpt`1qk i.e., the estimate of Uk at iteration t` 1, based on the error bound
of rUptqk , i.e., the estimate at iteration t. The outline of the proof is the following: after a
briefly introduction of notations, the main proof could be divided into three steps.
• Step 1: Recall in HOOI procedure, the update for the mode-k singular subspace
satisfies
rUpt`1qk “SVDrkˆMk¯ ´T ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯
`Mk¯
´
Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯
˙
.
To give an upper bound for et`1,k, we aim to give an upper bound for››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
by using τ1, . . . , τm, et, et`1 in this step..
• Step 2: After getting an upper bound for (20), in this step we use induction to prove
the following claim,
et ď 2pd`3q{2τ1{λ` e0{2t; t “ 0, 1, . . . .
.
• Step 3: Derive the error bound for } pT ´ T }HS by the unified quantity ξ.
For convenience, in this proof we denote
Tk “Mk¯pT q, rTk “Mk¯p rT q, Zk “Mk¯pZq, k “ 1, . . . ,m.
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Suppose
et “ max
k
et,k, et,k “
›››prUptqkKqJUk›››
q
, k “ 1, . . . ,m; t “ 0, 1, . . . . (31)
Step 1. Recall the procedure of HOOI that
rUpt`1qk “SVDrk ´Mk¯ ´ rT ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆiPqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯
“SVDrk
ˆ
Mk¯
´
T ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯
`Mk¯
´
Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯
˙
.
(32)
Notice that rank
´
Mk¯
´
T ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯ ď rk, to apply Theorem
5 in [LZ20a], the key is to give an upper bound for››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
.
To simplify the notation, for Sj P Sp´k¯qj , we let Sj1 “ Sj
Ş
Ωk, Sj2 “ Sj
ŞpqΩkŤΩkq
5
and Scj1 “ Scj
Ş
Ωk, S
c
j2 “ Scj
ŞpqΩkŤΩkq. Then››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
“
›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 `PUi1 ` PUi1K˘ˆqΩk rUptqJk pPUk ` PUkKq
ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 `PUi1 ` PUi1K˘ ¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
paqď
››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk PUk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
`
ÿ
S1PSp´k¯q1
›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPS11 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K ˆiPSc11 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1
ˆiPS12 rUptqJi1 PUi1K ˆiPSc12 rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
` ¨ ¨ ¨
`
ÿ
SjPSp´k¯qj
›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPSj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1
ˆiPSj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
` ¨ ¨ ¨
`
››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K ˆqΩk rUptqJk PUkK ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 PUi1K¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
“
››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk PUk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
`
d´1ÿ
j“1
ÿ
SjPSp´k¯qj
›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPSj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1
ˆiPSj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
.
(33)
Here paq is due to the triangle inequality for truncated Schatten-q norm given in Lemma 4
of [LZ20a]. The right hand side of (33) can be divided into the sum of d groups and the
value of jth group is denoted as Gj where
G0 :“
››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk PUk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
and for 1 ď j ď d´ 1, define Gj to be,
Gj “
ÿ
SjPSp´k¯qj
›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPSj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1
ˆiPSj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
.
Next we are going to upper bound Gj p0 ď j ď d´ 1q.
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• Upper Bound of G0.
G0 “
››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk PUk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
“
›››´Mk¯´ `Z ˆi‰k¯ UJi1 ˘ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk Uk
ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 Ui1¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
ď
›››`Mk¯ `Z ˆi‰k¯ UJi1 ˘˘maxprkq›››q “ τ1k.
Here the inequality is due to the fact }rUptqJi1 Ui1} ď 1 for any t and the following fact: for
any matrix A s.t. }A} ď 1,
σk pMipZ ˆj Aqq “ σk
`MipZq ¨AJ˘ ď σk pMipZqq }A} ď σk pMipZqq , (34)
where the first inequality is due to Lemma 1 of [LZ20a].
• Upper Bound of Gj p1 ď j ď d´ 1q.
Gj ď
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
ˆ max
SjPSp´k¯qj›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPSj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K ˆiPScj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1 ˆiPSj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1K
ˆiPScj2 rUptqJi1 PUi1¯¯maxprkq
›››
q
paqď
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
max
SjPSp´k¯qj
¨˝ ź
iPSj1
››› rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1K›››q ź
iPSj2
››› rUptqJi1 Ui1K›››q‚˛ˆ››››››››
¨˚
˝Mk¯
¨˚
˝Z ˆiPSj1 rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K››› rUpt`1qJi1 PUi1K›››q ˆiPSj2
rUptqJi1 PUi1K››› rUptqJi1 PUi1K›››q ˆiPScj U
J
i1
‹˛‚‹˛‚
maxprkq
››››››››
q
.
(35)
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By simplifying (35), we get
Gj ď
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
max
SjPSp´k¯qj
¨˝ ź
iPSj1
››› rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1K›››q ź
iPSj2
››› rUptqJi1 Ui1K›››q‚˛
ˆ
›››´Mk¯´Z ˆiPSj1 rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1K››› rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1K›››qU
J
i1K
ˆiPSj2
rUptqJi1 Ui1K››› rUptqJi1 Ui1K›››qU
J
i1K ˆiPScj UJi1
¯¯
maxprkq
›››
q
pbqď
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
max
SjPSp´k¯qj
¨˝ ź
iPSj1
››› rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1K›››q ź
iPSj2
››› rUptqJi1 Ui1K›››q‚˛ˆ τj`1
ď
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
max
SjPSp´k¯qj
petq|Sj2| pet`1q|Sj1| τj`1
(36)
where (a) is due to the fact that }U˜ptqJi Ui1} ď 1 for any t and (34); (b) is due to the fact
that
››››› rUpt`1qJi1 Ui1K››› rUpt`1qJ
i1 Ui1K
›››
q
›››››
q
ď 1 and the definition of τj`1.
So in summary, plug (36) into (33), now we have the following bound››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUpt`1qJi1 ˆqΩk rUptqJk ˆiPΩk rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
q
ďτ1k `
d´1ÿ
j“1
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
max
SjPSp´k¯qj
petq|Sj2| pet`1q|Sj1| τj`1.
(37)
Step 2. In this step we want to use induction to prove the following claim,
et ď 2 d`32 τ1
λ
` e0{2t; t “ 0, 1, . . . . (38)
Claim (38) clearly holds if t “ 0. Assume (38) holds for t and next we show it also holds
for t` 1.
Let’s first show the upper bound of et can be used to upper bound et`1,1. Notice
2
››››´M1¯ ´Z ˆi‰1¯ rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxpr1q
››››
q
paqě
››› rUpt`1qJ1K U1›››σr1 ´M1¯ ´T ˆi‰1¯ rUptqJi1 ¯¯
pbqě pet`1,1qσr1
´
T1 pbi‰1¯Ui1q ¨
´
bi‰1¯UJi1 rUptqi1 ¯¯
pcqě pet`1,1qλ
˜ź
i‰1¯
σmin
´
UJi1 rUptqi1 ¯
¸
pdqě pet`1,1qλp1´ e2t q
d´1
2 .
(39)
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Here (a) is due to Theorem 5 in [LZ20a] and the fact the left singular space of
M1¯
´
T ˆi‰1¯ rUptqJi1 ¯ is U1 and its rank is less than r1, (b) is due to the fact that the
right singular space of T1 is bi‰1¯Ui1 , equation (5), (c) is by Lemma 1 of [LZ20a] and (d)
is due to the Lemma 1 of [CZ18].
Plugging the upper bound of
››››´M1¯ ´Z ˆi‰1¯ rUptqJi1 ¯¯maxpr1q
››››
q
in (37) into (39), we get
et`1,1 ď 2
τ11 `řd´1j“1 `d´1j ˘ petqj τj`1
λp1´ e2t q
d´1
2
. (40)
Next we show under condition (15), et`1,1 ď 2 d`32 τ1λ ` e0{2t, i.e., the upper bound of et
can be used to upper bound et`1,1. First, under (15), we have
λ ě 2 d`62 τ1 _
˜
d´1ÿ
j“1
2
d`4´j
2
ˆ
d´ 1
j
˙
τj`1
¸
, (41)
due to the fact that ξ ě τj for j “ 1, . . . , d. Since e0 ď
?
2
2 and (41), so et ď
?
2
2 by (38).
So by (40), we haveˆ
1
2
˙ d´1
2
et`1,1 ď 2
τ11 `řd´1j“1 `d´1j ˘ petqj τj`1
λ
ď 2
¨˝
τ11
λ
`
řd´1
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘p?22 qj´1τj`1
λ
et‚˛
(41)ď 2
´τ11
λ
` 2´ d`32 et
¯
(42)
Since (38) holds for t and plug in the upper bound of et in (42), multiply 2
d´1
2 at both
side of (42), we get
et`1,1 ď 2 d`32 τ1
λ
` e0
2t`1 ď 2
d`3
2
τ1
λ
` e0
2t
.
So the upper bound of et can be used to bound et`1,1 and by doing similar analysis for all
modes, we conclude that the upper bound for et also holds for et`1, i.e., we have
et`1 ď 2 d`32 τ1
λ
` e0
2t
. (43)
Now we can show (38) also holds for t ` 1 given it holds for t. With (43), when we
do the similar analysis of (39) for other modes, we can use the same upper bound of et to
bound et`1. So repeat (39), for any 1 ď k ď m, we have
et`1,k
`
1´ e2t
˘ d´1
2 ď 2τ1k `
řd´1
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘ petqj τj`1
λ
. (44)
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Since it is true for every k, we obtain the following recursive inequality for et`1,
et`1
`
1´ e2t
˘ d´1
2 ď 2τ1 `
řd´1
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘ petqj τj`1
λ
. (45)
By applying the same argument as in (42), we can show that
et`1 ď 2 d`32 τ1
λ
` e0
2t`1 ,
given (38) holds for et.
Thus, (38) holds for all t. Given tmax ě logpe0λ{τ1q _ 1, we get the upper bound for et:
et ď
´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯ τ1
λ
. (46)
Plug (45) and (41) into the upper bound (44), we get
et`1,k ď 2
¨˚
˝1´
´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯2
τ21
λ2
‹˛‚
´ d´1
2
¨˚
˝τ1k
λ
`
d´1ÿ
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘ ´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯j
τ j1τj`1
λj`1
‹˛‚,
for k “ 1, . . . ,m.
Finally the perturbation of signal subspaces follows by observing that et,k :“›››prUptqkKqJUk›››
q
“
›››sin Θ´rUptqk ,Uk¯›››
q
due to Lemma 7 of [LZ20a].
Step 3. In this step, we are going to give an upper bound for the tensor reconstruction
error for } rT ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm ´ T }HS.
For the rest of the proof, consider q “ 2 in the definition of τ1, . . . , τd. First, notice the
following decomposition
T “T ˆ1
´
P pU11 ` P pU11K
¯
ˆ2
´
P pU21 ` P pU21K
¯
ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd
´
P pUd1 ` P pUd1K
¯
“T ˆ1 P pU11 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd P pUd1 ` T ˆ1 P pU11K ˆ2 P pU21 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd P pUd1
` T ˆ1 Ip11 ˆ2 P pU21K ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd P pUd1 ` T ˆ1 Ip11 ˆ2 Ip21 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd P pUd1K
` . . .` T ˆiďd´1 Ipi1 ˆd P pUd1K
“T ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm `
dÿ
k“1
T ˆiăk Ipi1 ˆk P pUk1K ˆiąk P pUi1 .
Thus,››› rT ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm ´ T ›››HS
ď
›››p rT ´ T q ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm›››HS `
dÿ
k“1
›››T ˆiăk Ipi1 ˆk P pUk1K ˆiąk P pUi1 ›››HS
ď
›››Z ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm›››HS `
dÿ
k“1
››› pUJk1KMkpT q›››
F
.
(47)
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Notice that for k1, k2 P Ωk, Mk1pT q “Mk2pT qP1 where P1 is a permutation matrix. Sořd
k“1
››› pUJk1KMkpT q›››
F
“ řmk“1 |Ωk| ››› pUJkKTk›››
F
.
››› pUJkKTk›››
F
¨˚
˝1´
´
2
d`3
2 ` 2
¯2
τ21
λ2
‹˛‚
´ d´1
2
paqď
››› pUJkKTk›››
F
σmin
´´
biPΩkUJi1 rUptmaxqi biPqΩkŤΩk UJi1 rUptmax´1qi1 ¯¯
pbq“
››› pUJkKTk bi‰k¯ Ui1›››
F
σmin
´´
biPΩkUJi1 rUptmaxqi biPqΩkŤΩk UJi1 rUptmax´1qi1 ¯¯
pcqď
››› pUJkKTk `bi‰k¯Ui1˘ `bi‰k¯Ui1˘J ´biPΩk rUptmaxqi1 biPqΩkŤΩk rUptmax´1qi1 ¯›››F
pdqď2
››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUptmaxqJi1 ˆiPqΩkŤΩk rUptmax´1qJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
F
peqď 2ξ,
(48)
where ξ :“ sup
}Y}HSď1,rankpYqďpr11 ,...,rd1 q
xZ,Yy. (a) is due to the fact σmin
´
UJi1 rUptqi ¯ “
a
1´ e2t by Lemma 1 of [CZ18] and maxpetmax , etmax´1q ď
ˆ
2
d`3
2 `2
˙
τ1
λ ; (b) is due to the
fact that the right singular space of Tk is bi‰k¯Ui1 ; (c) is due to Lemma 1 of [LZ20a],
equation (5) and properties of Kronecker product, (d) is due to Theorem 1 in [LZ20a] and
rank
´pUJkKTk ´biPΩk rUptmaxqi1 biPqΩkŤΩk rUptmax´1qi1 ¯¯ ď rk;
and the last inequality is due to the fact that››››´Mk¯ ´Z ˆiPΩk rUptmaxqJi1 ˆiPqΩkŤΩk rUptmax´1qJi1 ¯¯maxprkq
››››
F
“ sup
}X}Fď1,rankpXqďrk
A
Mk¯
´
Z ˆiPΩk rUptmaxqJi1 ˆiPqΩkŤΩk rUptmax´1qJi1 ¯ ,XE ď ξ,
for k “ 1, . . . , d and the equality is due to Lemma 2 of [LZ20a].
Combined with the fact
›››Z ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm›››HS ď ξ and (48) and plug them
into (47), we have››› rT ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm ´ T ›››HS
ď
›››Z ˆΩ1 P pU1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm P pUm›››HS `
dÿ
k“1
››› pUJk1KMkpT q›››
F
“
›››Z ˆΩ1 pUJ1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆΩm pUJm›››
HS
`
mÿ
k“1
|Ωk|
››› pUJkKMkpT q›››
F
ď
¨˚
˚˝1` 2d
¨˚
˝1´
´
2
d`3
2 ` 2
¯2
τ21
λ2
‹˛‚
´ d´1
2 ‹˛‹‚ξ.
(49)
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Finally, notice that (10) follows exact the same proof as Step 3 except that in (48), we
need to replace rUptmaxqi , rUptmax´1qi with rUptqi , rUpt´1qi and use maxpet, et´1q ď 2 d`32 τ1λ ` e02t´1 .
Therefore, we have finished the proof of this theorem. 
B.5 Proof of Theorem 5
In this setting, we consider applying Corollary 1. To apply Corollary 1, we only need to
compute τ1i, ξ.
Consider the case q “ 8 and let’s first bound τ1k. Notice
MkpZ ˆi‰k UJi q “MkpZq bi‰k Ui.
Each row of MkpZq bi‰k Ui is independent multivariate Gaussian with covariance matrix
σIr´k where r´k “
ś
i‰k ri. By random matrix theory [Ver10], we have
P
`}MkpZ ˆi‰k UJi q}{σ ď ?pk `?r´k ` t˘ ě 1´ 2 expp´ppk ` r´kq{2q.
Since rmax ď p
1
d´1
min , we have τ1k ď Cσ?pk with probability at least 1´2 expp´ppk`r´kq{2q.
Similarly by the proof of Lemma 5 of [ZX18], we have
ξ ď Cσ
gffe dÿ
i“1
piri
w.p. at least 1´ expp´cpminq.
As we mentioned in Remark 6, τj ď ξ. So the results follows by plugging the bound of
τj , ξ into Corollary 1 and noticing thatřd´1
j“1
`
d´1
j
˘ ´´
2
d`3
2 ` 1
¯
τ1{λ
¯j
τj`1
λ
ď C τ1 maxj τj
λ2
,
under the assumption of the signal to ratio λ{σ. 
B.6 Proof of Lemma 3
The proof of this Lemma is straight forward.
T “ B ˆ1 Π1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd Πd
“ B ˆ1 Π1pΠJ1 Π1q´
1
2 pΠJ1 Π1q
1
2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd ΠdpΠJd Πdq´
1
2 pΠJd Πdq
1
2
“
´
B ˆ1 pΠJ1 Π1q
1
2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd pΠJd Πdq
1
2
¯
ˆ1 Π1pΠJ1 Π1q´
1
2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd ΠdpΠJd Πdq´
1
2
“ S ˆ1 Π1pΠJ1 Π1q´
1
2 V1 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd ΠdpΠJd Πdq´
1
2 Vd,
where the last inequality comes from the assumption about the decomposition of B ˆ1
pΠJ1 Π1q
1
2 ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆd pΠJd Πdq
1
2 . 
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B.7 Proof of Theorem 6
First by the same argument in the proof of Theorem 5, with probability at least 1 ´
expp´cpminq, τ1k ď Cσ?pk and ξ ď Cσ
břd
i“1 piri.
Under the assumption (A1), we have λpSq :“ mini σripMipSqq ě Cλ
cśd
i“1 piśd
i“1 ri
by the
definition of S.
Notice that under the signal strength in the Theorem, the first order perturbation error
in } sin ΘppUi,Uiq} dominates and the error bounds for } sin ΘppUi,Uiq} and } pT ´T }HS are
directly consequences of Corollary 1 by using the signal strength λpSq.
For the cocluster membership recovery, since
} sin ΘppUi,Uiq}F ď ?ri} sin ΘppUi,Uiq} ď C?piri
λ{σ
dśd
i“1 riśd
i“1 pi
.
Then by the proof of Corollary 3.2 of [LR15], the error bounds for errp pΠi,Πiq andĂerrp pΠi,Πiq follow. 
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